**DEATH ON THE NILE**
**M | 2hrs 7min Crime-Drama-Mystery**
Starring - Tom Bateman & Amelie Benin
While on vacation on the Nile, Hercule Poirot must investigate the murder of a young heiress.

**HOUSE OF GUCCI**
**MA | 158 min Crime - Drama**
Starring - Lady Gaga, Adam Driver and More
When Patricia Reggiani, marries into the Gucci family, her unbridled ambition unravels their legacy and triggers a reckless spiral of betrayal, decadence, revenge, and ultimately...murder.

**SING 2**
**PG | 110 min Animation**
Starring the voices of - Matthew McConaughey, Reese Witherspoon & Scarlett Johansson
Buster Moon and his friends must persuade reclusive rock star Clay Calloway to join them for the opening of a new show.

**MARRY ME**
**PG | 1hr 52min Action - Comedy - Romance**
Starring - Jennifer Lopez & Owen Wilson
Superstar Kat Valdez seconds before her vows, learns that her fiancé has been unfaithful and decides to marry Charlie, a stranger in the crowd, instead.

**MOONFALL**
**M | 112 min Action - Sci-fi**
Starring - Michael B. Jordan, Bruce Willis & Gary Oldman
When the Earth is attacked by mysterious objects, three astronauts must band together to save the planet.

**SPIDER-MAN: NO WAY HOME**
**M | 148 min Action - Sci-fi**
Starring - Tom Holland, Zendaya & Jacob Batalon
When Peter Parker tries to keep Spider-Man secret from his family, he uncovers an ancient secret that threatens to destroy the world.

**UNCHARTED**
**M | 165 min Action - Adventure**
Starring - Tom Holland & Mark Wahlberg
Street-smart Nathan Drake, is recruited by seasoned treasure hunter, Victor “Sully” Sullivan, to recover a fortune amassed by Ferdinand Magellan, and lost 500 years ago.

**JACKASS FOREVER**
**MA | 96 min Action - Comedy**
Starring - Johnny Knoxville & Steve O
The gang return for another round of hilarious, wildly absurd and often dangerous displays of stunts.

**ALSO SCREENING — SPIDER-MAN - MOONFALL /NEXT WEEK - BELFAST - CYRANO & MORE**

---

**SYDNEY TRAVELLING FILM FESTIVAL**
**FESTIVAL FRIDAY 11TH - SUNDAY 13TH MARCH**
**TICKETS ON SALE AT THE CANDY BAR OR ONLINE FROM THE FESTIVAL WEBSITE**